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Science Fiction writer Nancy Kress, whose short fiction has won three Nebula Awards and a Hugo, the most
prestigious honors in her genre, will read from her work at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 13, in Susan Howell Hall on the
Alfred University campus.Earlier that day, Kress will be visiting AU classes in science, English and sociology.Kress is
the author of 21 books, including 13 science fiction or fantasy novels; one young adult novel; two "thrillers;" three
story collections and two books on writing. She writes a monthly column, "Fiction," for Writer's Digest magazine. She
is a regular teacher at the Clarion Writers' workshops.Her most recent books are Probability Space (Tor, 2002), the
conclusion of a trilogy that began with Probability Moon and Probability Sun; Crossfire (Tor, 2003), and Nothing
Human (Golden Gryphon Press, 2003). The Probability trilogy concerns quantum physics, a space war, and the nature
of reality. Crossfire, set in a different universe, explores various ways humans might co-exist with aliens even though
if humans don't understand aliens, or themselves, well. Nothing Human concerns a bleaker future, in which humans
have trashed Earth beyond the point of habitability, and genetically engineer their descendants --who may or may not
be considered human.Kress's short fiction has won three Nebulas: in 1985 for "Out of All Them Bright Stars," in 1991
for the novella version of "Beggars In Spain," which also won a Hugo, and in 1998 for "The Flowers of Aulit Prison."
Her work has been translated into Swedish, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Polish, Japanese, Croatian, Lithuanian,
Romanian, Greek, Hebrew, and Russian.Born Nancy Anne Koningisor in Buffalo, NY, on January 20, 1948, she grew
up in nearby East Aurora, spending most of her childhood either reading or playing in the woods. She went to college
at State University of New York at Plattsburgh, earning a degree in elementary education, and taught fourth grade for
four years. In 1973 she left teaching and moved to Rochester to marry Michael Joseph Kress, an insurance agent. They
had two sons, Kevin Michael Kress and Brian Stephen Kress, before the couple divorced in 1984. While at home with
her young children, Kress began writing, she says as alternative to quilting and embroidery, which she wasn't good at
doing. Her first story, which she calls the eminently forgettable "The Earth Dwellers," appeared in Galaxy in 1976. Her
first novel, The Prince of Morning Bells, appeared in 1981 from Pocket Books. In 1984, Kress went to work for
Stanton & Hucko, an advertising agency that has since been bought by Young & Rubicam. She wrote corporate copy
for the next six years, writing fiction part time, raising her children, and occasionally teaching at State University of
New York at Brockport, where she had earned an M.S. in education (1977) and an M.A. in English (1979). In 1990
she went full-time as a science fiction writer, with her first work a novella version of Beggars In Spain.Although she
began by writing fantasy, Kress currently writes science fiction, most usually about genetic engineering. She teaches
regularly at summer conferences such as Clarion, and during the year at the Bethesda Writing Center in Bethesda, MD.
In 1998, Kress married fellow science fiction writer Charles Sheffield, who died in 2002 of cancer. She has moved
back to Rochester to be near her children and friends.


